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in this volume stanley p young completes his series of monographs on the major predatory mammals of north america as in his earlier works the wolves of
north america the puma mysterious american cat and the clever coyote mr young writes with the authority of a field biologist who has studied his subjects
for more than a quarter of a century in the intimacy of their own habitat from coast to coast and from the northern limits of their range in alaska and
canada to the deserts of mexico mr young now director of bird and mammal laboratories in the branch of wildlife research of the u s fish and wildlife
service began his career as a biologist in the old bureau of biological survey when much of the activity of that agency hinged around the control of
predatory animals in this and in later capacities he has probably handled weighed measured and studied more specimens alive and dead of the bobcat in its
many races than any other scientist in addition to his own wide experiences he has drawn upon the wealth of records and field observations of farmers
stockmen trappers predator hunters state and federal biologists and wildlife technicians in the files of the u s fish and wildlife service the book is a
complete scientific study of the subject from every angle interestingly spiced with anecdotes from the author s own rich personal experience how big is a
big bobcat how serious is bobcat predation on game animals how can a small bobcat pull down and kill a deer five times its own weight what are the habits
and habitat of the bobcat what are the ranges of its various scientifically recognized races all of these questions and many more are answered in the
pages of this generously illustrated book

Bobcat
2007

did you know that european royalty once used cheetahs to hunt deer or that caracals can capture birds by leaping six and a half feet straight up into the
air from a standing start have you ever wondered whether domestic cats really do land on their feet when they fall or how canada lynx can stalk their
prey in the winter without falling through the deep snow wild cats of the world is a treasure trove of answers to questions like these and many others
for anyone who s interested in learning more about the world s felids including the ones with whom we share our homes mel and fiona sunquist have spent
more than a decade gathering information about cats from every available source many of them quite difficult to find including scientific papers
descriptions of hunts archeological findings observations by naturalists and travelers reports from government agencies and newsletters from a wide
variety of organizations weaving information from these sources together with their own experiences observing wild cats around the world the sunquists
have created the most comprehensive reference on felids available each of their accounts of the 36 species of cat contains a description of the cat
including human interactions with it as well as detailed data on its distribution ecology and behavior status in the wild and efforts to conserve it
numerous photographs including more than 40 in full color illustrate these accounts ranging from the two pound black footed cat to the five hundred pound
tiger and from the african serval with its satellite dish ears to the web footed fishing cat of asia wild cats of the world will fascinate and educate
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felid fans of any stripe or spot

The Bobcat of North America
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canada s mechanized infantry explores the development of the canadian army s infantry after the first world war modern studies of technology and war have
tended to focus on tanks and armour but soldiers discovered that military success really depends on the combination of infantry armour and artillery
peter kasurak demonstrates how the canadian army implemented successful infantry vehicles and doctrine to further its military goals during the second
world war until organizational constraints took hold in the postwar period this book reveals the challenges of transforming the infantry into a twenty
first century combat force by integrating soldiers vehicles weapons and electronics

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Mammalian Predator Damage Management for Livestock Protection in the
Western United States
1978

montana state s golden bobcats celebrates a storied history from the hardwood ashworth cat thompson and brothers frank and orland ward didn t know what
to expect when they left southern utah in the fall of 1926 they arrived in bozeman to play on the montana state college basketball team under charismatic
coach and fellow utah native ott romney and assistant coach schubert dyche teamed with montana products brick breeden and max worthington the following
season the core formed one of the best teams in the country despite romney returning to provo at the end of 1928 the bobcats persevered in 29 under
schubert to win the consensus college national basketball championship with cat and frank ward earning all american honors author paul r wylie recounts
the on and off court challenges and triumphs of the bobcats golden team

Press Summary - Illinois Information Service
2002-06-03

in this first ever landmark study of new mexico s wild carnivores jean luc e cartron and jennifer k frey have assembled a team of leading southwestern
biologists to explore the animals and the major issues that shape their continued presence in the state and region the book includes discussions on
habitat evolving or altered ecosystems and new discoveries about animal behavior and range and it also provides details on the distribution habitat
associations life history population status management and conservation needs of individual carnivore species in new mexico like cartron s award winning
raptors of new mexico wild carnivores of new mexico shares the same emphasis on scientific rigor and thoroughness high readability and visual appeal each
chapter is illustrated with numerous color photographs to help readers visualize unique morphological or life history traits habitat research techniques
and management and conservation issues
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tober considers the activities of nonprofit organizations that attempt to influence public policy dealing with wildlife the author favors those
organizations interested in preserving such wildlife rather than those that foster hunting or that assess the value of wildlife in the context of
economic development tober provides sketches of the makeup of the various organizations covered the constituents they serve their budgets and the means
they use to influence public policy the author focuses particularly on the late 1970s and the 1980s and uses the controversies over preserving the
california condor and the bobcat as case studies choice our relationship with the millions of other species with which we share this earth is
institutionalized by many organizations some of which seek to influence policy in the wildlife arena wildlife and the public interest is a study of this
complex wildlife industry examining the structure conduct and performance of those involved it studies the extreme complexity of the policy process with
regard to the relationship between humans and wildlife a special focus in this book is on the role of nonprofit organizations that have come to dominate
large segments of the industry students and scholars of public policy or environmental and resource policy as well as the general reader interested in
this important topic will find wildlife and the public interest an invaluable resource the book begins with a characterization of current wildlife policy
further chapters discuss the wildlife industry what is wildlife how do we interact with it what sort of organizations exist in the interest of wildlife
two current case studies of the evolution of the controversial captive breeding program for the california condor and of the regulation of harvest and
export of the bobcat explore the complexities of policy making and the range of nonprofit activity finally the book examines the community of nonprofit
organizations in an interorganizational setting

Canada's Mechanized Infantry
2020-02-01

description the only comprehensive guide to new jersey s most imperiled species

Air Conditioning & Heating Service & Repair, Domestic Cars, Trucks & Vans
1982

the development of international wildlife law has been one of the most significant exercises in international law making during the last fifty years this
second edition of lyster s international wildlife law coincides with both the un year of biological diversity and the twenty fifth anniversary of simon
lyster s first edition the risk of wildlife depletion and species extinction has become even greater since the 1980s this new edition provides a clear
and authoritative analysis of the key treaties which regulate the conservation of wildlife and habitat protection and of the mechanisms available to make
them work the original text has also been significantly expanded to include analysis of the philosophical and welfare considerations underpinning
wildlife protection the cross cutting themes of wildlife and trade and the impact of climate change and other anthropogenic interferences with species
and habitat lyster s international wildlife law is an indispensable reference work for scholars practitioners and policy makers alike
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clippings from the anadarko daily news concerning the anadark high school class of 1951 their neighbors and contemporaries
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